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I F#¢%ING LOVE DOGS

Scout & Zoe’s passionately believes that dogs and cats are the best things in the world.
In return for all the happiness they bring us, Scout & Zoe’s feels we must take care of
them to the best of our ability. That’s why Scout & Zoe’s products are responsibly sourced
and produced in the USA (except when it’s kangaroo), made with limited ingredients, and
feature a variety of proteins to help pets with allergies. Everything that Scout & Zoe’s does
is for the love of wigglebutts.
Along this journey to bring joy to pets, Scout & Zoe’s has plenty of love for hoomans too.
Wherever possible, the brand looks to make a positive impact in the community and world.
This includes:
• Turning Asian Carp into a treat which helps lessen the ecological
impact of this invasive species on American lakes and rivers
• Processing the carp used in the Fish on a Mission treats
at second chance employer facility
But most of all, this brand is a reﬂection of its founder, Cindy Dunston Quirk. That means it’s
outrageous, fun, weird, and has a big heart.
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What we sound like

We speak dog and dog owners. This is a unique language that is always evolving through
social memes and videos, but it will always be fun, cute, and even a little strange. In fact, it may
be one of the only places where puns are acceptable. Dogs love them for some reason.

Examples of current dog vernacular:
Puppers – Small or baby dogs
Doggo – Full grown dog
Woofer – Large doggo
Bork – Bark
Teef or Teefers – Teeth
Zoom or Zoomies – Run quickly
Zoomers – Legs
Hooman – Human
Snug – Hug
Scritches – Scratches
Derp – Silly face

Mlem or Mlep – To lick something
Blop – Sticking out your tongue
Boof – Half bark
Chimkin – Chicken
Chimkin nugger – Chicken nugget
What the frig – Exclaimation of confusion or excitement
Doin me a bamboozle – Causing confusion.
Doin me a _______ Can basically be used with any verb.
Pupgrade - Upgrade
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How we use the logo

PRIMARY AND SUGGESTED USAGE
Flexible holding pattern
for long or tall usage

The logo consists of the word mark, paw graphic and
“®” Registered Trademark symbol. They should be used
together whenever possible unless space prohibits
legibility. In that case, use only the word mark.
The logo can be used on any of the primary brand
colors. However, the preference is red.

ADDITIONAL USAGE AND MINIMUM SPACE

The paw graphic can be used as a graphic element but
should be done so sparingly.
All the logo usage pictured to the right are approved.
Anything else would be wrong. So don’t.
Minimum clear space is the
SAZ ampersand height

SOCIAL
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What our colors are

The Scout and Zoe colors are bright, fun, and all
about positive energy. Like dogs.
These colors are to be used heavily in visuals as the
backdrop for any subject matter, especially animals.
They can also be used as the background for
type-only visual executions.
In social, it is important to rotate through the colors
regularly to deliver the full spectrum of the brand.

RGB:
224/45/46
CMYK:
6/96/93/0
PMS:
185C
Hex: E02D2E

RGB:
CMYK:
PMS:
HEX:

246/176/26
4/34/100/0
7549C
F6B01A

RGB:
CMYK:
PMS:
HEX:

143/195/63
50/0/100/0
375C
8FC33F

RGB:
CMYK:
PMS:
HEX:

64/104/60
75/37/89/27
7743C
40683C

NEW
RGB:
CMYK:
HEX:

Supplements Packaging Color
80/184/72
70/0/100/0
50B848

RGB:
CMYK:
PMS:
HEX:

56/182/204
68/0/18/0
3115C
38B6CC

RGB:
CMYK:
PMS:
HEX:

23/77/117
90/60/20/30
301C
174D75

RGB:
CMYK:
PMS:
HEX:

140/102/163
51/68/6/0
265C
8C66A3

RGB:
CMYK:
PMS:
HEX:

81/58/105
70/80/20/30
269C
513A69

Note: This document was created in RGB due to the fact
that a majority of brand executions will be done online.
Also, see the 2022 Packaging Color Guide to see how colors
are used in packaging moving forward.
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What fonts we use

There are two: Eveleth and Raleway.
Eveleth should be used for headlines and subheads.
Raleway is for body copy.
That’s it.

PRIMARY | HEADLINE & SUBHEAD

eveleth reg
eveleth dot reg
Eveleth slant reg
Eveleth thin
eveleth clean reg
eveleth clean thin

Type has vertical grit
Typeface has particle grit
Typeface has slanted grit
Typeface has particle grit

NOTE: The preference is to
use the grittier versions
of the typeface.

SECONDARY | BODY COPY

Raleway Regular
Raleway Italic
Raleway Bold
Raleway Bold Italic
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What our illustration style is

The illustration is intentionally a bit rough and reﬂects some of
the sensibilities of the Eveleth font. The reason for this roughness
is to show that the brand is in touch with its hoomanity.
The illustrations shouldn’t feel like they were made with the
precision of a computer, they should feel hand drawn.
Having the colors out of registration is also important. It feels like
it is from a more “classic and simple” time. That wholesomeness
in style parallels the simplicity and lack of processing that goes
into the product.
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What our photography looks like

For marketing, dogs and products should be
photographed (or photoshopped onto) one of the
brand colors as a background.
In social, full environment photos can be used when
a more “natural or real” execution would work best.
For the online store, product should be
photographed on white to create a clean,
seamless shopping experience.
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What it looks like when it all comes together
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when it all comes together
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when it all comes together
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